Life at GSTT
A guide for junior doctors… by junior doctors!
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Welcome to GSTT
“Welcome to Guy’s & St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust. You’re joining a
family of 2500 medical and dental practitioners, and a wider workforce of
16,000 – all of whom work together towards one goal: providing ever
improving care to our patients and families. At Guy’s & St Thomas’ we aim
to put quality at the heart of everything that we do. Our Trust Strategy
‘Together We Care’ along with our Quality Strategy, have been developed
to provide a strategic framework for the organisation and are strongly
underpinned by the Trust’s Values. These set out our vision to become a truly outstanding
centre for patient care, teaching, research and innovation. You are now part of this
ambition. I hope you will quickly find your feet in the multitude of services you join - be
they local or specialist, paediatric or adult, hospital or community - and that you can play an
active part in helping us to drive them forward. I hope you will always feel supported within
the Guy’s and St Thomas community and that you will let us know if we ever fall short of
that aspiration. I look forward to meeting some of you in person and hope that your time
with us provides you with education and enjoyment in equal measure.”
Medical Director - Dr Simon Steddon

“Doctors who undertake training at Guy’s and St Thomas’ receive
some of the best medical training in the country.”
Director of Medical Education - Dr Claire Mallinson

“GSTT values our junior doctors enormously – you work incredibly hard
and are the backbone of what we do for our patients. You also give us an
opportunity to look critically and differently at our own organisation and
improve. We explicitly want you to feel able to speak up when you see
parts of the organisation not working as effectively as possible. As the
Guardian, my role is to make sure you are working safely – but also more
than that, which is about driving up standards and improving working lives! So I’d like all
new starters to know that they can contact me anytime directly. I really want to hear about
what is working well, what isn’t and where we can improve.”
Guardian of Safeworking - Dr Camilla Kingdon
guardianofsafeworking@gstt.nhs.uk

Junior Doctor Experience
In order to bring together all of the amazing work done by various departments in the trust,
we have created this guide to help you maximise your time at GSTT.
The trust is awash with amazing opportunities and this is by no means an exhaustive list.

The trust is committed to improving working lives and wants to hear from you.

● You will have the opportunity to become a representative for your specialty
or grade
● You are ALL invited to the Junior Doctor Forum
● keep your eyes peeled for the annual survey from the JDE group

We can’t make changes, if we don’t know what the
problems are!

The Junior Doctor Forum
The Junior Doctor Forum was created as part of the 2016 contract. It allows the Guardian of
Safeworking to report to us around exception reporting and fines incurred. It gives us the
opportunity to feedback and improve junior doctor working life and is an excellent
leadership training opportunity.

At GSTT the junior doctor forum is held quarterly and is routinely attended by
●
●
●
●
●
●

Guardian of Safe working
Chief Registrar
Medical Education
Human Resources
Speak Up Guardian
BMA representatives

Every Junior Doctor is invited to attend

We know that time is tight, and although you may want to attend, not everybody can all the
time. You will be given the opportunity to become a representative for your specialty or
training grade. It is useful to find out who your representative is as they are able to
represent you at the forum.
The forum is held at both sites and you will receive emails to your trust account prior to the
dates.

The British Medical Association at GSTT

Welcome to GSTT from your local BMA committee!
The BMA represents junior doctors nationally and at GSTT. We work in partnership with the
Trust via the Local Negotiating Committee (LNC). In addition, South Thames as a whole is
represented by the South Thames Regional Junior Doctor’s Committee that feeds in, via its
senior officers, to the national UK Junior Doctors Committee.
Ruth Baird is the BMA Industrial Relations Officer for GSTT, contactable at
rbaird@bma.org.uk and 0208 655 8803.
Annual elections for BMA junior doctor representatives are in September, please get in
touch with either Dr Kevin O’Kane (kevin.okane@gstt.nhs.uk) or Ruth Baird
(rbaird@bma.org.uk) if you are keen to stand in these.
To more information or to join the BMA, head to www.bma.org.uk/join.
For more advice and information contact 0300 123 1233 or email support@bma.org.uk

Health & Wellbeing
Showing we care about you
Here at GSTT we want to ensure that our doctors are healthy, happy and supported to carry
out the amazing work that they do. There are many fantastic opportunities available from
the trust.
A number of resources are available through the ’Staff Guide’ tab on GTi, her are a few that
we think are of particular interest to junior doctors:

Wellbeing and psychological health
● Headspace App
GSTT has secured access to the mobile application Headspace to offer
Mindfulness and meditative practices to members of staff. We are proud to offer
staff a 1-year subscription to Headspace for just £7.50 - it’s usually £72/year!
(Search GTi ‘Headspace’)

● Schwartz rounds
Schwartz rounds provide a space for us to reflect on the impact our work has on us. Every session is
confidential and take place in a safe environment. These are advertised via the Staff Bulletin and
happen fortnightly at both STH and GH.

● Coping with distressing events
The OH department have provided a structured advice leaflet on dealing with distressing events
(search GTi ‘Healthy Mind’)

● Access to Counselling and Psychological Support
The Employee Assistance Programme (a self directed service) provides counselling via an independent
organisation, Care First. (Search GTi ‘Employee assistance programme’)

● Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
There is access to free CBT for doctors, which can be accessed through email
:OHAdministrator@gstt.nhs.uk, or via a “management referral” from your clinical or educational
supervisor.

● Resilience, Stress and Mindfulness Courses
Resilience training is provided as mandatory for foundation doctors. For those juniors who are
interested in further training, you can sign up for free via the School of Improvement
(www.guysandstthomaseducation.com)

● Chaplaincy
The department of spiritual health care support staff of all faiths
and beliefs, as well as people who do not have a particular
religious belief but who would like someone to talk to. We have
chaplains and chaplaincy volunteers who represent many
denominations, faiths and beliefs.
The St Thomas’ chapel can be found on the first floor of the
South Wing. This is a Grade II listed chapel with unique features,
some of which date back to 1870. The multifaith prayer room can be found just along the corridor.
At Guy’s, there is a multifaith prayer room is on the ground floor of Tower Wing by lift bank B.

Healthy Body
● Physiotherapy
This service is dedicated to supporting GSTT staff who are suffering from musculoskeletal conditions
that impact on their work. These do not have to have been sustained at work to qualify for this
service. This is a self referral service. (search GTi ‘Healthy body’)
●

Eat Well Be Well Weight Management Group.
A 12 week healthy lifestyle programme designed to provide you with ongoing dietary support and
guidance to help you get to your healthy weight. It is a friendly and informal group, run before or
after the core working hours to make them easier to attend. (search GTi ‘Healthy Body’)

● Stop smoking clinic
Many members of staff have successfully stopped smoking using our quit smoking
clinic and are now smokefree! A regular clinic is provided at both sites for staff who
want to become smokefree. (Search GTi ‘Healthy Body’

● The Thomas Guy Club
○

○

○

Thomas Guy Club is a sports and social club to help you balance your work life and take time
out to relax, get fit and have fun. There is a gym with qualified fitness instructors, regular
aerobic classes and much more. At Guy's we have an on-site bar, a 25m heated indoor pool
and a sauna.
If team playing is more your thing, you can take part in sports ranging from cricket and
squash through to 5-a-side football. The club also arranges social events like karaoke and
quiz nights.
For full information on fees and all other Thomas Guy Club enquiries email Patrick Hourihan
(patrick.hourihan@gstt.nhs.uk) or call 020 7188 6641.

Wellbeing Committee
There is a hospital and staff wide Wellbeing committee that meets to discuss and plan wellbeing programmes
for the Trust. If you are interested in being involved, please email: AliAsad.Hashtroudi@gstt.nhs.uk

Taking a Break
At GSTT we fully support our staff to be able to take their breaks. We regularly promote the
HALT campaign and encourage our staff to take their breaks and role model this to more
junior staff.

Rest facilities and lockers
St Thomas’s site
Wing

Floor

Area

Lockers

Bed/Sofa Bed

East Wing

3

Critical Care

36

0

East Wing

1

Critical Care admin offices

0

2

East Wing

5

Cardiovascular

0

1

East Wing

1

Anaesthetics Rest Area

0

3

East Wing

G

MDT Room

0

2

North Wing

7

Birth Centre, meeting room 1

0

2

North Wing

9

Anne Ward Doctors Office
(Access code 8761)

18

0

North Wing

9

Anne Ward Seminar Room
(Access code 8761)

0

2

North Wing

11

Mitchener Ward Lobby Area

0

1

ELCH

3

Atrium 3 Offices

15

0

Lambeth Wing

LG

Pharmacy Office/Meeting
Room

0

1

Guy’s Site
Wing

Floor

Area

Lockers

Bed/Sofa Bed

Borough

2

Conybeare Room (Guy’s Mess.
Access code - 2+4 then 3)

0

2

Borough

6

Renal Offices

0

1

Borough

2

Anaesthetics

0

1

Borough

2

Anaesthetics

0

1

Borough

2

Anaesthetics

0

1

Borough

2

Anaesthetics

0

1

Borough

8

Hedley Atkins

0

1

Southwark

1

Urology

0

1

Bermondsey

1

GCCU

0

1

Free on-call accommodation
Accommodation is also available on the St Thomas' site in Gassiot House, and on the Guy’s site in
Counting House Lodge.
Eligibility
● Resident on-call
● Non-resident on-call but not living within close enough proximity to attend site if this is a
requirement of their on-call. The standard is approximately 30 minutes for clinical SpR &
Consultant staff, but this will depend on the speciality.
Accommodation
● St Thomas: '4-share' cluster flats located on the 3rd floor of Gassiot House. Each room
features 4ft beds, together with complimentary toiletries and bath linen. Each flat has two
bathrooms with spacious walk-in showers, separate toilet and contemporary kitchen.
●

●
●

●

Availability at St Thomas’ - There are 12 rooms designated to specific departments and 4
rooms which can be booked on a nightly basis. Despite this, it is still recommended to make
a booking as far in advance as possible.
Availability at Guy’s - Staff can reserve a room in Counting House Lodge subject to
availability. It is therefore recommended to make a booking as far in advance as possible.
Rates
£75 per night for a single room to be recharged to the applicant's department. If the
member of staff no longer requires the room and does not cancel in advance, the
department will still be charged.
Reservations
The member of staff should complete the On-call Reservation Form which must be cosigned by the applicant's manager and a departmental cost-centre code provided. Dates can
be supplied in advance for the duration of the member of staff's rota

Non On-call - On occasion, rooms may be available for staff personal use, provided that this does not
impact on patient usage. The decision to allocate rooms in these circumstances is at the discretion of
the Accommodation Management Team and/or the duty SNP. In these circumstances debit/credit
card details will be required in order to reserve and pay for the accommodation.
For further information please contact:
The St Thomas' Team - 020 7188 0276 or stthomas.accommodation@gstt.nhs.uk
The Guy's Team - 020 7188 0474 or guys.accommodation@gstt.nhs.uk

Freedom to Speak Up
At GSTT we promote a culture of listening and learning and not blaming.
If you have a problem no matter how small, please let somebody know.
People you can talk to
● Any senior clinician or manager that you
trust
● Your clinical supervisor
● Your educational supervisor
● Your Training programme director
● Guardian of Safeworking
● Chief Registrar

Speak up Advocates
If you do not feel able to approach any of the above, or feel that the response you have had
is not adequate, you may wish to confidentially contact a ‘Speak Up Advocate’ of which
there are several in each department.
Speak Up Advocates provide confidential advice and support to staff in relation to concerns
they have about patient safety and/or the way their concern has been handled.

For more information, or to find out who your local Speak Up Advocate is, please see the
page on GTi




(Search ‘Speak Up’)
Email speakup@gstt.nhs.uk
Call the external helpline, 0800 174 319

Georgina Charlton – Trust Speak Up Guardian

Less than Full Time and Return to Training
Less than Full Time Champion – Dr Anna Goodman.
Anna is happy to support any trainees working Less than Full Time. She is a
consultant in infectious diseases and general medicine and is the champion of
LTFT at the trust. We are aware a recurring theme for LTFT trainees can be pay.
Please ensure you have agreed your work pattern with your rota
coordinator/service manager prior to starting your post. Do check you first
paycheck is correct and let Anna know early if any issues.
She is happy to be contacted by email with any queries
Anna.goodman@gstt.nhs.net or via her project support, Ana.serra@gstt.nhs.uk

Return to Training Champions – Dr Michele McCarthy and Dr Rachel ByngMaddick
We have two Leads at this trust for the Supporting Returning trainees to work scheme.
Dr. Rachel Byng-Maddick (Consultant Rheumatologist)
Rachel.bingmaddick@gstt.nhs.uk

Dr. Michele McCarthy ( Consultant Gastroenterologist)
Michele.mccarthy@gstt.nhs.uk

We are happy to be contacted by email by anyone returning to work at this trust who have had a significant
period of leave (more than 3 months) from their medical training. If this is a planned leave of absence we
would be most grateful if trainees contact us in advance of their break from training, or at least three months
prior to returning to work (where possible) to ensure a smooth transition when restarting at GSTT.
We can advise you about our trust’s policy on an appropriate phased return to work process and would be
happy to meet up in person to discuss any issue or problems that may be causing you any concerns.
We are able to advise on any need to be reviewed by Occupational Health on return to work and if you are
LTFT, you may also have some specific requirements which we may be able to help them with along with our
trust lead in LTFT training, Anna Goodman.
This trust values and appreciates you and understands the need to support those who have had some recent
time out from training and may need some additional support in returning to the workplace. Our aim is to help
you settle back in and return to work in a smooth and enjoyable way.

Inclusion, Diversity and Equality
LGBT Staff Forum
●
●

●

All staff are welcome to join our highly active
LGBT forum - contact lgbtforum@gstt.nhs.uk
Michael Farquhar (consultant Paediatric Sleep
GSTT) is the creator of the NHS Rainbow
badge, which the trust has adopted and rolled
out wholeheartedly.
To find out more and become an LGBT ally,
search GTi ‘LGBT’

Black Asian Ethnic minority (BAME) Network
●
●

Membership is open to all GSTT staff from BAME backgrounds and those with a positive interest in
driving forward race equality within GSTT
If you work for GSTT and wish to register your interest to become a member of the BAME staff
network or to find out further information please email: BAME-Network@gstt.nhs.uk (search GTi
BAME)

Women's Leadership Network
●
●
●
●

GSTT’ hosts the local branch of the south east London Women's Leadership Network.
This is a place to bring together colleagues from across different organisations for networking,
support and personal and professional development.
We hold quarterly events with fantastic speakers who share their reflections and top tips with us.
Search GTi ‘Women’s Leadership network’

Inclusion agents
●
●

Inclusion agents support putting equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) at the heart of all patient
communication and service delivery.
If you are interested or would like to find out more about being an inclusion agent, please email
EqualityDiversityInclusion@gstt.nhs.uk.

Reverse Mentoring
●
●

Reverse mentoring is a situation in which a staff member in a senior position is mentored by someone
in a more junior position than themselves.
Search GTi ‘Reverse mentoring’

Additional Trust benefits
Discounts
●

●

Local discounts for GSTT staff
○ 10% off AMT
○ 15% of LEON
○ 20% off at Blanc Brasserie
○ 15% Off at ITSU in London Bridge Station
○ 15% off Locale Restaurant food and drink
○ £8/month off a Fitness First gym membership and much more.
search GTi ‘discounts’ for many more!

Event tickets
●
●
●

GSTT own four seats at the Royal Albert Hall. They are funded by the Health and Wellbeing budget,
managed by the Communications office and are available, free of charge, to ALL Trust staff.
Tickets are allocated on a routine basis via a ballot
search GTi ‘Royal Albert Hall’

Amazon Locker
●

There is an Amazon Locker available on the first floor of Southwark Wing, STH, opposite the Junior
Doctors' Mess.

●

Have your Amazon delivery brought to a secure locker at the trust!

Childcare
●

There is an onsite nursery at St Thomas’ Hospital, able to care for children from the age of 3 months
up to school age.

●

More information about the nursery, and more information about flexible working, emergency child
care and maternity leave, search GTi ‘childcare and family support’

Be a Hero and Support GSTT!
Abseil down St Thomas’ North wing!
Take part in a sponsored run!
Take the Guy’s Urban Challenge!
For more info see:
https://www.supportgstt.org.uk/get-involved/events

The GSTT Junior Doctor mess
Where?
 Thomas’ Mess can be found on the first floor of the Southwark wing. Take the stairs
by the Queen Victoria Statue in the Central Hall, walk past the signs with lists of
former Governors, turn right and walk past the chapel, and you will see the Mess on
your left!
● Guy’s Mess is also known as the Conybeare Room. It is found on the second floor of
Borough Wing, you will see it on your left as you come up the stairs, or on your right
as you exit the lifts.
What?
 Computers with printing facilities
 Kitchen with fridge, coffee machine and a supply of healthy snacks
 Sofas with a supply of fresh bedding,
 Television with Sky subscription
 Xbox at STH
● Shower facility at Guy’s
Mess nights out
 Organised by the Mess Committee – watch this space!
 Annual Summer Ball
How can I join?
 Complete paper forms which can be found in the Mess
 £15/month gets you access to all of this
How can I get involved?
 Join the Mess committee! Foundation year doctors will have a chance to join at
induction
 The Mess always welcomes suggestions for events or improvements – speak to your
Mess team!
 If you notice that the Mess has any problems, there is a dedicated team able to
ensure these are fixed swiftly: email juniordoctorsmess@gstt.nhs.uk

Postgraduate Medical Education

www.guysandstthomaseducation.com
This website, created by the Medical Education department as an incredible resource. It has
all the information you would ever need to do with all things training and education related.
If you are having any issues with access to training or supervision, please speak up!

We can't make changes if we don’t know there are problems.
● Dr Claire Mallinson, director of postgraduate medical education Email:
claire.mallinson@gstt.nhs.uk
● Dr Cheng Ong (consultant anaesthetist) and Dr Daghni Rajasingam (consultant
obstetrician), deputy directors of postgraduate medical education Email:
cheng.ong@gstt.nhs.uk and daghni.rajasingam@gstt.nhs.uk
● The Education Centres are based at Sherman Centre - 4th Floor Southwark Wing
(Guy’s) and York Road (St Thomas’)
Educational supervision
● All trainees should have an allocated Educational and Clinical Supervisor
(sometimes the same person)
● Trainees should be able to find out who this is through their E-portfolios or relevant
schools.
● The medical education team want to know if you are struggling to meet your
supervisor or are missing training opportunities.
Non-training grade doctors
● The trust is committed to ensuring that ALL doctors are given an equitable, high
quality educational experience
● You have access to a study budget
● You are entitled to study leave
● You should have an educational supervisor and be encouraged to use a portfolio to
provide evidence of CPD.
● If you are not receiving any of these, please let us know!

Simulation training
● The Simulation and Interactive Learning (SaIL)
Centre at Guy’s and St Thomas’ is leading the way
in simulation-based education (SBE).
● We provide realistic and safe learning
environments in which to train healthcare staff
and students.
● The team includes multi-professional faculty that
use state-of-the-art facilities to deliver high quality education and training.
● Healthcare staff and students participate in clinical simulation programmes focussed
on patient safety and Human Factors, as well as advanced clinical skills training.
● Courses can be accessed and booked on www.guysandstthomaseducaiton.com
● The majority are free to GSTT staff

Library services
● As a member of GSTTstaff you will have access to the extensive
Library Services of King’s College London, this includes all KCL
libraries as well as access to thousands of journals which can be
accessed through OpenAthens.
● The largest medical library is located opposite the main
entrance to Guy’s Hospital and we also have a highly focussed
service at St Thomas’ Hospital. The Library team is here to help offering training and
support with making the most of the resources available to you.
Leadership and management
● The School of Improvement runs a multitude of courses from resilience, to
consultant interview workshops
● The Junior Doctor Leadership Group (through the School of Improvement) is a
programme led by the Deputy Director of Medical Education and seeks to enhance
your personal development and self-awareness, whilst contributing to Guy’s and St
Thomas’ as an organisation.Help represent junior doctors views to senior
management teams and to influence the care that you deliver.

Quality Improvement
● Formal training on QI methodology is held regularly via the School of Improvement.
● Within King’s Health Partners (KHP) there are opportunities to present work, e.g. –
Annual Safety Connections run by KHP

Teaching
GSTT has a multitude of varied teaching opportunities. The following schemes need
volunteers on an annual basis
MedEd
undergraduate@gstt.nhs.uk

A flexible tutoring scheme for the KCL medical students. You are matched
with a group of 3-6 students for an entire 9-week cycle.
The emphasis is on taking students to practise clinical examinations on
ward patients. There is a curriculum and some basic lesson plans which can
be used as a guide.

FOCUS
FOCUSundergrad@gmail.com

FOCUS (Focussed Clinical Undergraduate Support) is a regional mentorship
scheme at medical students who may need additional academic guidance.
Junior doctor mentors are paired with student mentees, and meet up
regularly throughout the year. FOCUS also runs termly revision days
covering both OSCEs and written exams.

Research
The Trust has a long tradition of ground-breaking research and is home to the NIHR Biomedical
Research Centre along with our academic partner, King's College London. A large proportion of our
senior staff undertake research. Many departments also have links into King’s Health Partners - the
Academic health sciences centre, where cutting edge research is translated into patient care.
Every department in the trust has an academic research lead. Their details can be found on GTI
(search ‘R&D’). They are responsible for
●

championing research within their Directorate/King's Health Partner's Clinical Academic
Group (CAG)

●

promoting and encouraging participation in CRN:South London portfolio studies and
recruitment into these studies

●

engaging with our Biomedical Research Centre themes and cross cutting themes

●

ensuring robust peer review of proposals

●

liaising with clinical directorates and CAGs on priorities for research and resource
consequences of research

●

liaising with the R&D Department on R&D governance of projects

●

collating information relevant to reporting of the themes' activities.

If you would like to do some research at Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust, please email
R&D@gstt.nhs.uk
. For more information on current research taking place in KHP, go to:
https://www.kingshealthpartners.org/about-us or email: kingshealthpartners@kcl.ac.uk.

Work and Wages
It is your responsibility to ensure that your pattern of work complies with the limits set out
in the junior doctor contract, and that you remain safe to carry out clinical duties. Our HR
department are keen to get it right for us all, but sometimes mistakes occur. We would urge
you to check your work schedule, rota and payslip and raise any concerns as early as
possible.
Work Schedule and operational Rota
Every doctor in the trust should receive a generic Work Schedule 8 weeks prior to starting a
post (this is a summary document of the rota pattern, salary information, learning
outcomes, supervisor contact details and expected duties within the placement). If you are
unsure, the pattern of work can be checked for contract compliance via the BMA rota
checker. You should receive an operational rota 6 weeks in advance of starting a placement.
Annual Leave
The annual leave entitlement for a full-time doctor is:
●

On first appointment to the NHS: 27 days

●

After five years’ completed NHS service: 32 days.

For placements less than a year, annual leave is calculated on a pro rata basis and cannot be
taken over to the next placement.
As per the contract, any leave requests submitted 7 weeks prior to starting a placement
must be honoured. Any subsequent leave requests that fall on out of hours shifts are your
responsibility to arrange suitable cover for (i.e a swap). Any changes to the rota typically
require 6 weeks’ notice.
Time off in lieu (TOIL) is granted for shifts or zero days which fall on bank holidays.
Less Than Full Time Training
The basic salary, weekend and availability allowances for less than full time trainees is
calculated pro rata, based on the percentage of full-time work that has been agreed. For
example, a doctor making a 50 per cent contribution to the rota would be paid 50 per cent
vs. a doctor making a full contribution to the rota.
A less than full time generic work schedule shall not exceed 40 hours, averaged over the
length of the rota cycle, the length of the placement or 26 weeks, whichever is the shorter.

Maximum hours
Average weekly hours

48

56 if opting out of EU WTR

Hours worked In 7 calendar days

72

Shift length

13

Consecutive Night shifts

4

Working > 3 hrs between 23:00 and 3:00

Consecutive long shifts

5

Working >10 hrs

Consecutive late long shifts

4

Working >10 hrs (finish after 23:00)

Consecutive shifts worked in a row

8

Weekends worked

1 in 2

Minimum Rest
Breaks

30 mins if >5 hrs

Between shifts

11 hrs

After 3-4 consecutive nights

46 hrs

After 5 Consecutive long shifts

48 hrs

After 4 Consecutive late long shifts

46 hrs

After 8 Consecutive shifts

48 hrs

Additional 30mins if >9 hrs

On calls
Length of on call

24 hrs

Rest on call

8 hrs

Minimum 5 consecutive hrs

Consecutive on call shifts

1

2 if over weekend

Length shift next day

10 hrs

5 hrs if overnight rest not achieved

Max Frequency of on calls

3 in 7 days

Payslips
Payslips are sent out monthly in paper form or digitally on the trust ESR (Electronic staff
record), which can be downloaded as an App to your phone.

Definition of terms:
●

Basic Pay – the nodal pay point for your grade calculated on an average 40 hour
week

●

Additional Rostered Hours – Any additional contracted hours over 40

●

Night duty – Any hours receiving an enhanced rate of 37%

●

Weekend allowance – a percentage of your basic salary for working 1 in 8 or more
frequent weekends

●

Non-resident on calls - 8% of your basic salary to compensate for your availability

●

Flexible pay premia – annual payment for the training schemes in which they apply

●

Cash floor protection – a protected cash floor amount calculated as your basic salary
the day before your transitioned onto the new TCS plus a banding supplement for
the rota you were working the day before transition.

Further information regarding your pay slip can be found on the BMA website

Locum Work
Although we try not to have any rota gaps at GSTT, occasionally these will occur. These are
offered internally at the Pan London rates as below. You are under no obligation to take any
locum shifts and must ensure your working pattern leaves you safe to work.

PAN LONDON GRADE
FY1

FY2

ST1/2

ST3+
Speciality Doctor/Staff Grade
(ST6/7)
HTF Spec - hard to fill named
exceptions
(as approved by HRD /COO
for limited periods only)

A&E Dark green

SHIFT

NEW GSTT BANK
RATE inclusive

Day

£22.41

Unsocial

£26.90

Day

£33.62

Unsocial

£40.35

Day

£35.86

Unsocial

£43.03

Day

£44.83

Unsocial

£53.79

Day

£50.43

Unsocial

£60.52

Day

£56.04

Unsocial

£67.24

Day

£60.52

Unsocial

£67.24

Who is responsible if things aren’t quite right?

Study Leave
The Medical Education department administers study leave funding for all Junior Doctors.
For all enquiries please contact juniordoctorsstudyleave@gstt.nhs.uk
All applicants should complete the study leave application form. You must complete all
fields on the form and return it to the study leave administrator 8 weeks prior to the course
date. Please note that retrospective claims will not be processed.
All applicants who are on the GSTT payroll will receive their reimbursement with their salary
(not taxed) within 8 weeks of receipt of the claim form, which will be issued once the
funding has been approved.
Study budget entitlements
F1 doctors are not entitled to any study leave budget. This is top-sliced by Medical
Education to fund all mandatory training courses.
F2 doctors may claim up to £200 for a course relevant to their training.
Doctors in Training




You may apply as many times as you like for funding, up to a maximum of £1000 per
course.
All courses attended must be mandated by HEE. Courses that are on the HEE
mandated/optional list can be claimed for using the code available on the list.
This includes course fees as well as second class travel (not within Greater London or
overseas courses/conferences) and hotel accommodation.

Trust Doctors


May claim up to £850 per doctor per year pro rata, depending on contract length.
This allocation can increase to £1000 for an MSc course.

Please note:



We do not fund examination fees or expenses.
The department or directorate must note when the period of study leave will be
taken, and arrange cover accordingly

Online study leave Applicants for Anaesthetic, ICM, O&G and Histopathology trainees


Study Leave claims for the above specialties are applied for online via Intrepid



If you are a trainee in any of these four specialties you will have received your login
details from the Study Leave team.
For further information search GTi ‘Study Leave’
Any queries please email juniordoctorsstudyleave@gstt.nhs.uk

Exception Reporting
Exception reporting is the mechanism in which training is safeguarded, workloads are kept
manageable and your health and the safety of the patients you look after is maintained. It
can facilitate timely adjustments to be made to working patterns where needed, via work
schedule review, in addition to compensating trainees required to work beyond their
scheduled hours with time off in lieu or additional pay.
When to submit an exception report





When your working hours or pattern has deviated significantly from their
operational rota (typically due to emergencies or service provision)
The definition of significant is determined by the individual trainee and can vary
from person to person and day to day.
When you have not been able to take your breaks
When trainees have missed a scheduled educational opportunity

Trust doctors
GSTT supports all junior doctors in exception reporting and has extended the eligibility to
exception report for additional hours or missed breaks to all trust grade doctors. This
provides them the same protection as trainees, ensuring their working patterns are
acceptable and they are sufficiently rested to provide safe care for patients. However as
trust posts are for service and experience rather than training, trust doctors are not able to
exception report for educational opportunities.
How to Exception report
Exception reports are submitted via the Doctors Rostering System (DRS), with individual
login details sent within the first week of starting rotation with the Trust.
If you do not receive or you forget your login details you should email
Guardianofsafeworking@gstt.nhs.uk for new log in details.

Remuneration for valid exception reports
The default compensation for missed breaks or additional hours worked is TOIL (Time off in
lieu) unless the rota pattern, workload or remaining time on placement prevents this. All
awarded TOIL should be taken within 1 month of agreement.
Missed breaks or additional hours for Hospital at night shifts cannot be taken as TOIL and
instead are usually paid.
Work Schedule reviews
Where there is a pattern of exception reports, a Work schedule review may be performed
by the Guardian of Safeworking. This ensures that a work schedule remains fit for purpose
and may result in organisational or rota changes to prevent recurrent exception reports. Any
trainee, the GOSW or the educational supervisor, can request a work schedule review.

Camilla Kingdon – Guardian of Safeworking
0207 188 6700
●
GuardianofSafeWorking@gstt.nhs.uk

Getting between sites

Shuttle Bus
There is a shuttle bus running between the two hospitals roughly every 15 minutes between
7:30am and 6pm, Monday to Friday (excluding bank holidays). There is no need to book
these
Pick up points are as follows:
○ Guy's – just off Newcomen Street, next to Nuffield House.
○ St Thomas' – lower ground car park, opposite the Florence Nightingale
Museum.

Cycling to work
There are secure cycle parking facilities for staff in the following locations:




Guy’s hospital. At the right-hand side of the main entrance.
St Thomas’ hospital. Two secure cycle cages underneath Gassiot House on the lower ground
floor.
Evelina London Children’s Hospital. In a compound beneath the Dunhill Fitness Centre next
to Evelina London Children’s Hospital. To access it, walk down the ramp on the right hand
side of Evelina London and the cycle storage is at the bottom of the ramp on the right hand
side.

These facilities are only accessible though swiping your card, which should have been previously
activated by security. If interested, please take your Trust ID badge to the security office in any site
or email SecurityAccessManagement@gstt.nhs.uk

Bicycle User Group (BUG)
The Bicycle Users’ Group (BUG) is an association of Trust staff who cycle or are interested in cycling.
To be added (or removed) from the BUG e-mail group, please contact Alison.Dines@gstt.nhs.uk. If
there is something you'd like to do that would help cyclists, or aspiring cyclists, in the Trust, please
contact the Bicycle Users’ Group Committee or by finding :Bicycle Users' Group Committee on the
Trust's Outlook address book.
Try before you Bike scheme
Run by Lambeth Council, this scheme allows you to borrow your choice of bike and accessories for
four weeks for under £20. After the four weeks you will have the option to return the bike or buy it
at a reasonable price. It is eligible to anyone who lives, works or studies within Lambeth. Please visit
https://www.lambeth.gov.uk/ for more information.
Shower facilities
There are showers around the Trust for staff use, but they are unfortunately not in every
department and are particularly limited at the Guy's site. We suggest you ask your colleagues or
manager where the nearest ones to your department are. At St Thomas’, the showers in the Dunhill
Fitness Centre are free of charge for cyclists to use.
Dr Bike Sessions
These are monthly provided at both hospitals. In these sessions, a mechanic checks employees' bikes
to ensure they are roadworthy, and minor repairs using selected spare parts are carried out. Staff
can also have their bikes security marked and registered, which can aid recovery in the event of
theft. These take place at the main entrance from 8-10 am. Booking is not required, please just drop
by!

Apps to help you at GSTT
Induction App

For bleeps and extensions

Covers all hospitals in the UK

Search ‘Induction’

Think Glucose
 Management of diabetes at GSTT
 Hypo/hyperglycaemia, DKA and HHS

Thrombosis
 GSTT VTE guidelines
 Management of anticoagulation
 Search ‘Thrombosis’

Infection
 GSTT antimicrobial guidelines
 Search ‘Infections’

British National Formulary

Carry around the BNF at your fingertips!

Look up dosing, interactions and cautions instantly.

BMJ Best Practice

All available evidence for multiple conditions

Management and treatment of common conditions

Available for free via the Library

MD Calc

Calculator tool with common medical scoring systems

Instant calculation and advice on management.


IT support
Here at GSTT we have lots of IT systems to get your head around. The IT systems are constantly improving and
you will be given opportunities to give feedback on this!

IT service desk
o
o
o

IT requests can be logged at the IT service desk (which can be found on the homepage of all
trust computers) or by calling extension 88888
Request remote access (E-noting, EPR)
For creation of nhs.net account (to send secure emails between trusts)

Accessing trust emails at home


Emails can be accessed through the Outlook web app at mail.gstt.nhs.uk

Omnicell Training
Most of the supplies you should be easily accessible on the ward but are also stored in the Omnicell cupboard.
This requires a username and password to sign in and to do you will require training to get this.
When: every Monday from 1245 onwards
Where: outside William Gull Ward 10th Floor North Wing
Can be booked via Ext. 81645 or via helpmeonplacment@gstt.nhs.uk

Bereavement
●
●

The team in the Bereavement Centres are incredibly friendly and helpful and happy to guide clinicians
through the process of completing the paperwork.
We have access to the chaplaincy who can be contacted via ext 85588 or email chaplains@gstt.nhs.uk. T

Bereavement Centres at GSTT:
Guy’s Hospital – 3rd floor Bermondsey Wing
This is accessed via either the main hospital entrance on Great Maze Pond or the entrance on St Thomas’
Street opposite The Shard.
t: 020 7188 3215/3218
Please contact Guy’s Bereavement Centre for an appointment and opening times.
St Thomas’ Hospital - 2nd Floor of Block B, South Wing
The centre is open Monday to Friday, 8am to 12.30pm then 1.30pm to 4pm.
t: 020 7188 3198/3182/8965

Mortuary:
St Thomas', Lower Ground Floor: 8am-12.30pm and 1.30-4pm, Monday-Friday. Mortuary STH 83928 Fax: 020
7188 3927
Guy's, Tabard House Courtyard: by appointment only. Contact ext 83928. GH 83930 Fax: 020 7188 3931

Vascular Access
All FY1s will receive training in USS guided cannulation. There are plans to extend this
teaching to all – watch this space!
In hours
At GSTT, we are fortunate to have an excellent vascular access team. They can provide
support for difficult cannulae, PICC line and Mid line insertion.
Hours of Operation
0900 – 1700 Monday to Friday. Contact details:
Phone: 85218
Bleeps:
Peripheral Cannulation – STH 1226 / Guys 2052
Trouble shooting – 2053
PICC insertion request – 2352
EPR request form
Complete EPR referral form and bleep team on appropriate number.
Peripheral cannulation

PICC: Please note – there are three options for PICC insertion –ensure the IV Team is chosen

Urgent requests actioned within 24 hours of referral.

Out of hours
Ideally all IV access should be ensured by the day team. We advise that no member of staff
should attempt a cannula more than twice. If unsuccessful, the first port of call would be the
registrar on call for that specialty. If cannulation has been unsuccessful by the ward team
(nurse, FY1/SHO and registrar) then the anaesthetics team can be contacted for advice. Any
IV cannulation requests to anaesthetics must be discussed and booked on EPR. Our
anaesthetics colleagues are very busy out of hours and these cannot be guaranteed to be
done quickly.

